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Abstrat

ARCHEOPS is a balloon borne experiment designed to map the Cosmi Mirowave Bak-

ground (CMB) anisotropies over a large fration of the sky (� 30%) during a single arti

night ight, with a high angular resolution (� 10 armin), and to study Galati foregrounds

radiation in the submillimetre domain. The hannels at 143 GHz and 217 GHz are more

dediated to CMB studies, those at 545 GHz and 353 GHz are used for Galati studies.

The bolometers operating at 353 GHz are mounted in three polarization sensitive pairs.

We briey present the instrument, the results of the CMB power spetrum estimation, the

onstrain on osmologial parameters and report the �rst measurement of the submillimetre

di�use Galati dust emission.

1 Introdution

The power spetrum of the temperature anisotropies of the Cosmi Mirowave Bakground

(CMB) has proved to be a powerful tool for onstraining the osmologial parameters. Sine

the �rst detetion of CMB anisotropy with COBE/DMR

40

, a host of experiments have

measured the spetrum down to sub{degree sales, but measurements at large angular sales

have remained diÆult, due to the large sky overage required to aess these modes. This

diÆulty was �rst overome by ARCHEOPS in year 2002

3

and ontributed to improve the

auray on the determination of the major osmologial parameters

4

.

Whereas CMB temperature anisotropies have now been measured over most of the rele-

vant angular sales (10 armin to 90 degrees

b

), CMB polarization is only in its experimental

infany. Theoretial preditions are rather tight for the polarization e�et oming from the

last sattering surfae. Upper limits on polarization

27;15

are now superseded by detetions

by DASI

30

and WMAP

29

of the salar mode E (for a review, see Carlstrom

12

). New

results an be expeted from various experiments, on ground or balloon borne, and later

from PLANCK. The detetion of tensor mode B, opens a unique window on the primordial

Universe, but remains at an unertain level and is even more hallenging to detet, therefore

requiring an even greater ontrol of the systematis and foregrounds radiation.
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See a omparison of di�erent experiments in Benô�t et al

?

and Bennett et al

2

.



Figure 1: Left: Sheme of the ARCHEOPS gondola. Right: Piture of ARCHEOPS foal plane.

For high frequeny CMB measurements the most important foreground is ertainly the

emission from Galati Interstellar Dust (ISD), and few information are available about its

polarization properties from the degree to 10 armin sale. Measurements are therefore

highly required both for Galati studies of the large sale oherene of the magneti �eld

and in the �eld of CMB polarization, but are rather hallenging as they require sensitivities

omparable to those of CMB studies.

The aim of this paper is to summarize the results obtained by ARCHEOPS on eah

of these matters. We start by a brief desription of the instrument in Set. 2. Setion 3

presents the results on the temperature power spetrum, setion 4 gives a summary of the

osmologial parameters estimation. Setion 5 is dediated to the results on Galati dust

polarization.

2 Desription of the instrument

A detailed desription of the instrument tehnial and inight performane is given in Benô�t

et al

6;7

. We here fous on essential aspets. The ARCHEOPS telesope is a 1.5 m o�{axis

Gregorian telesope

25

. In partiular, it satis�es the Mizuguhi-Dragone ondition

34;20

in

whih there is negligible ross polarization at the enter of the �eld of view. The detetors

are bolometers ooled down to 100 mK by an open yle

3

He{

4

He dilution ryostat. They

operate at frequeny bands entered at 143 GHz (8 bolometers), 217 GHz (6), 353 GHz (6=3

polarized pairs) and 545 GHz. The polarization sensitive pairs of bolometers are desribed

in Set. 5.

Observations are arried out by turning the payload at 2 rpm produing irular sans at

a �xed elevation of � 41 deg. During a single night, the instrument overs a large fration of

the sky (� 30%) as the irular sans drift aross the sky due to the rotation of the Earth.

This large sky overage enables to determine the C

`

at low multipole values. On the other

side, the resolution of the instrument is 13 armin on average whih therefore enables the

determination of the C

`

up to high multipoles.

3 Determination of the CMB temperature anisotropies

A more omplete disussion is proposed in Benoit et al

3

. For the �rst results of ARCHEOPS

on the CMB temperature anisotropies power spetrum

3

, we use data from only a single de-

tetor at eah of the CMB frequenies, 143 and 217 GHz, with a sensitivity of 90 and

150 �K

CMB

:s

1=2

respetively. To avoid the neessity of detailed modelling of Galati fore-

grounds, we restrit the sky overage to b > +30deg:, giving a total of � 100; 000 15 armin.

pixels (HEALPIX

21

nside = 256) overing 12.6% of the sky (see Fig. 2). To extrat the CMB

power spetrum, we use the MASTER analysis methodology

23

. We estimate the CMB power



Figure 2: Left : ARCHEOPS CMB map (Galati oordinates, entered on the Galati antienter, Northern

hemisphere) in HEALPIX pixelisation with 15 armin. pixels and a 15 armin. Gaussian smoothing. The map is

a two{photometers oaddition. The dark blue region is not inluded in the present analysis beause of possible

ontamination by dust. The olors in the map range from �500 to 500�K

CMB

. Right : The ARCHEOPS power

spetrum ompared with results of COBE, Boomerang, Dasi, Maxima.

spetrum in 16 bins ranging from ` = 15 to ` = 350 whih an be approximated as inde-

pendent: o�{diagonal terms in the ovariane matrix are less than � 12%. Sample{variane

ontributes 50% or more of the total statistial error up to ` � 200.

The ARCHEOPS C

`

are also omputed using two additional independent methods. The

�rst is based on noise estimation with an iterative multi{grid method, MAPCUMBA

16

,

simple map{making and C

`

estimation using SpICE

41

whih orrets for mask e�ets and

noise ponderation through a orrelation funtion analysis. The seond is based on MIRAGE

iterative map{making

44

followed by multi{omponent spetral mathing

11;36;14

. All methods

use a di�erent map{making and C

`

estimation. Results between the three methods agree

within less than one �.

A omparison of these results with other experiments up to Otober 2002 (COBE

42

,

Boomerang

35

, Dasi

24

, Maxima

32

) is shown in Fig. 2. There is good agreement with other

experiments, given alibration unertainties, and partiularly with the power COBE/DMR

measures at low ` and the loation of the �rst aousti peak. Work is in progress to improve

the ross{alibration of the photometers, the auray and the ` range of the power spetrum:

the low ` range will be improved inreasing the e�etive sky area for CMB (whih requires

an eÆient ontrol of dust ontamination), the high ` range will be improved by inluding

more photometer pixels in the analysis.

4 Estimation of osmologial parameters

A more omplete disussion is proposed in Benoit et al

4

. Constraints on various osmologial

parameters have been derived by using the ARCHEOPS data alone and in ombination with

other measurements. The ARCHEOPS data give a high signal-to-noise ratio determination

of the parameters of the �rst aousti peak and of the power spetrum down to COBE sales

(` = 15), beause of the large sky overage that greatly redues the sample variane.

Cosmologial parameter estimation relies upon the knowledge of the likelihood funtion

L of eah band power estimate. Current Monte Carlo methods for the extration of the

C

`

naturally provide the distribution funtion D of these power estimates. The analytial

approah desribed in

19;1

allows to onstrut the needed L in an analytial form from

D. Using suh an approah was proven to be equivalent to performing a full likelihood

analysis on the maps. Furthermore, this leads to unbiased estimates of the osmologial

parameters

43;10;18

, unlike other ommonly used �

2

methods.

Using ARCHEOPS and COBE data alone and �tting a onstant term and a gaussian

28;17

,

we �nd (Fig. 3) for the loation of the peak `

peak

= 220�6, for its width FWHM = 192�12,



Figure 3: Gaussian �tting of the �rst aousti peak using ARCHEOPS and other CMB experiments (` � 390).

Top panel: 68% CL likelihood ontours in the �rst peak position and FWHM (`

peak

; FWHM) plane; Bot-

tom panel: 68% CL likelihood ontours in the �rst peak position and height (`

peak

; ÆT

peak

) plane for di�erent

CMB experiments and ombinations. The width of the peak is onstrained di�erently by ARCHEOPS and BDM

experiments, so that the intersetion lies on relatively large `

peak

. Hene, the BDM + ARCHEOPS zone is skewed

to the right in the bottom panel.

and for its amplitude ÆT = 71:5� 2:0�K.

The measured spetrum is in good agreement with that predited by simple ination mod-

els of sale{free adiabati peturbations. ARCHEOPS on its own also sets a onstraint on open

models, 


tot

> 0:90 (68% CL). In ombination with COBE

42

, DASI

?

, BOOMERANG

35

,

MAXIMA

32

, VSA

39

, CBI

37

experiments, tight onstraints are shown on osmologial pa-

rameters like the total density, the spetral index and the baryon ontent, with values of




tot

= 1:13

+0:12

�0:15

, n = 0:96

+0:03

�0:04

and 


b

h

2

= 0:021

+0:002

�0:003

respetively, all at 68% CL and

assuming � = 0. These results lend support to the inationary paradigm. The addition

of non{CMB onstraints removes degeneraies between di�erent parameters and allows to

ahieve a 10% preision on 


b

h

2

and 


�

and better than 5% preision on 


tot

and n.

Flatness of the Universe is on�rmed with a high degree of preision: 


tot

= 1:00

+0:03

�0:02

(ARCHEOPS + other CMB experiments + HST), omparable to that of WMAP

2

.

5 First detetion of the submillimetre di�use Galati dust emission

A more omplete disussion an be found in Benoit et al

5

. We here omplete the introdution

to the instrument given in set. 2 laying the stress on aspets spei� to polarization. The

polarized hannels are assembled in three quasi-optial modules whih are equivalent to Ortho

Mode Transduers (hereafter OMT

9;13

). The �rst part of the data proessing is ommon to

the hannels at 143 and 217 GHz and onsists in the removal of the systematis through the

pipeline. A spei� post{proessing is then applied to the 353 GHz hannels and aims at

removing the remaining low frequeny noise without highpass �ltering in order not to produe

ringing around the Galati plane. This is ahieved through the interpolation of the Galaxy

estimated from a SFD template

38

by slowly varying funtions

7

and a wavelet shrinkage

tehnique

33

to determine the baseline. Sine polarization is obtained from di�erenes of

measurements from detetors at various orientations, it is ritial that they all be aurately

ross{alibrated, typially at the 2% level. This preision is obtained by inter{omparing the



Figure 4: Top left: Map of Intensity at 353 GHz. Top enter: Map of Q Stokes parameter. Top left: Map of U

Stokes parameter. Bottom left: Map of the normalized squared polarized intensity (Q

2

+ U

2

)=(�

2

Q

+ �

2

U

). Twie

this quantity is statistially distributed like a �

2

with 2 degrees of freedom. The 68, 95.4, 99.7% CL of the mapped

quantity orrespond to 1.1, 3.1, 5.8 respetively. Bottom right: Summary �gure of di�use Galati polarization.

The intensity (divided by 10) is represented in blak and is taken to be the average value for �2 � b � 2 in eah

longitude band. The thin solid line is the same value in 2

Æ

wide bands. The diretion of polarization for every

bin is represented below in gold, and the length of the dash is proportionnal to the degree of polarization p in %.

The horizontal error bars represent the width of the longitude bins, whih is 5

Æ

exept for the edge bins.

large signal oming from Galati \latitude pro�les



" from di�erent bolometers. Absolute

alibration is obtained with respet to FIRAS

31;7

.

One the data are leaned, alibrated and ross{alibrated, the projetion of the Stokes

parameters is obtained by forming the linear system M = AS +N, where M is the time

ordered vetor of the n

t

�n

bol

measures, S the (3 n

pix

){vetor Stokes map of the sky, A the

pointing matrix enoding the pointing information and polarizer angles and N the n

t

� n

bol

noise vetor. If N is the noise ovariane matrix, the minimum �

2

solution

26

is:

S = (A

T

N

�1

A)

�1

A

T

N

�1

M: (1)

Solving the linear system (1) is one of the reurrent problems in CMB studies sine the

matries and vetors are usually large. In our ase, however, the size of the polarized regions

orrespond to temporal frequenies where the noise is essentially white (in{san indued

noise), and the level of striping in Q and U (ross{san indued noise) is negligible. We

therefore work at low resolution (27 armin) and onsider eah pixel individually. For eah

pixel, we then ompute the (3,3)-matrixA

T

N

�1

A and the (3)-vetorA

T

N

�1

M. The system

of equations thus involves small mathematial objets and the inversion time is small. The

resulting maps are presented on Fig. 4.

The emission of two loud omplexes appear to be strongly polarized at 353 GHz. One

large omplex is in Cassiopeia with an area of 33 deg

2

. This area inludes the supernova

remnant CasA, although the enter is deteted in the proessing as a point soure and

is not projeted. These louds are polarized up to the 15% level. Systemati unertainties



A latitude pro�le is a tabulation of intensity as a funtion of latitude where the data at all longitudes is

averaged to produe a single intensity value in eah 2 degrees latitude bin



prevent us from asertaining the existene of louds with more than 20%. The other omplex

oinides with the southern part of Gem OB1. Interestingly, the observed part of the Cygnus

omplex is not found to be signi�antly polarized.

In order to study the polarization of the large sale di�use emission of the dust, we divide

the Galaxy into 5 deg wide bands along Galati longitude and onstrut for eah band three

latitude pro�les onsisting of the values of I , Q and U as a funtion of latitude. These three

pro�les are then used to �nd a unique polarization vetor (p; �) haraterizing the region

orresponding to the pro�le. Coherent polarization levels of few perents are signi�antly

deteted up to 5 % at the 3 to 4 � level for several longitude bands, some of whih inlude the

louds already disussed in the previous setion. Even after masking these louds, a signi�-

ant oherent polarization remains in the same longitude bands. Overall, the orientation is

nearly orthogonal to the Galati plane, ompatible with atalogs of starlight polarization

22

and a Galati magneti �eld following the spiral arms. The very low polarization found on

Cygnus is in qualitative agreement with this predition as the spiral arm lies along the line

of sight in this longitude range.

A oherene of the orientation of polarization between the di�use medium and denser

louds is generally observed, exept for the loud G113.2-2.7. It seems that the global

magneti �eld that pervades the Galati plane also goes deeply into some denser louds

and is not tangled by turbulene e�ets. However, the degree of polarization may vary by

as muh as a fator two inside the same loud omplex. This probably omes from the loal

variability of the diretion of the magneti �eld.

Various tests of the possible systematis have been performed, among whih the prinipal

are di�erent �ltering methods of the timelines, di�erent projetions of the Stokes parameters,

ompatibility between the pairs of bolometers, ross{alibration unertainties, beam e�ets.

6 Conlusions

If now the results of WMAP

2

have superseded most of the CMB experiments, we whish

to remind that ARCHEOPS was the �rst experiment to estimate the CMB temperature

anisotropies power spetrum from the large angular sales of COBE to the entire �rst aousti

peak. This was obtained with a limited integration time (half a day) using a tehnology simi-

lar to that of the Plank HFI experiment. The measured spetrum is in good agreement with

that predited by simple ination models of sale{free adiabati peturbations. The better de-

termination of the �rst aousti peak brought by ARCHEOPS improved the auray on the

osmologial parameters, among whih e.g. 


tot

= 1:00

+0:03

�0:02

(ARCHEOPS + CMB + HST).

ARCHEOPS still provides the �rst large overage maps of Galati submm emission

with 13 armin resolution and polarimetri apabilities at 353 GHz to date. We �nd that

the di�use emission of the Galati plane in the observed longitude range is polarized at the

4-5 % level exept in the viinity of the Cygnus region. Its orientation is mostly perpendiular

to the Galati plane and orthogonal, as expeted, to the orientation of starlight polarized

extintion. Several louds of few square degrees appear to be polarized at more than 10 %.

This suggests a powerful grain alignment mehanism throughout the interstellar medium.

Our �ndings are also ompatible with models where a strong oherent magneti �eld is

oplanar to the Galati plane and follows the spiral arms, as observed on galaxies

8

.

The signi�ant di�use polarization that we measure indiates that Galati dust will

be a major foreground for future experiments that will study CMB polarization at high

frequenies.
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